
SKILLS

Frontend
JavaScript, TypeScript, HTML/CSS, React, 
Svelte, SCSS, Jest, Playwright

Backend
Node.js, Express, MongoDB

PROJECTS

Polygram
A poll focused social media
2021

•PWA build using MERN stack.
•Highlights: Push notification, Infinite 
scrolling, Login with Google, Link Preview, 
HyperLink support, Dark Mode.

React Rhino
Ultra-light state management for React.js
2021

•Weighs just ~600 bytes
•Leverages Context API
•Intiuitive React-like API
•TypeScript support out of the box

Worker Man
A simple api to consume worker thread in 
Node.js
2023

•Weighs just ~400 bytes.
•TypeScript support.

WhatSend
Send WhatsApp messages outside your 
contact
2020 – 2023

•TWA listed in PlayStore
•Built using SvelteKit & TypeScript.

markItDown
2020

•React, SCSS
•Multi-theme support, PWA

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Razorpay
Senior Frontend Engineer
October 2023 – present

Frontend Engineer
August 2021 – September 2023

•Led the development of the Affordability Widget , 
achieving a 20% improvement in Lighthouse score and 
implemented significant features that substantially increased 
the GMV for merchants.
•Re-architected the Native OTP  microservice, resulting in 
elevating card support from 25% to 80%, improved success 
ratios by 4% and reduced processing time by ~5 seconds.
•Collaborated seamlessly with cross-functional teams for 
effective feature delivery.
•Played a pivotal role in revenue growth, securing a promotion 
to Senior Frontend Engineer.

Entri
Frontend Intern
December 2020 – March 2021

•Integrated chat system for improved customer-client 
communication.
•Developed custom React hooks and components to enhance 
platform functionality.
•Translated design team concepts into visually appealing static 
pages.

Pixenova
Co-Founder
December 2020 – July 2021

•Successfully delivered two impactful projects, including J4Joli
, which quickly garnered 20,000 paid monthly users.

•Solely crafted the backend(Node.js/Express/MongoDB) for 
J4Joli , including payment gateway integration.
•Played a pivotal role in cross-functional tasks, including 
frontend and backend development, design, and customer 
relations.

EDUCATION

B.Tech in Computer Science and Engineering
APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University
2017 – 2021 | Cherthala, India
Achievements

•Founded and led Pixenova , a student startup successfully 
delivering two projects.
•Pivotal role in the development of official college website.
•Notable open source  contributions.
•Built various hobby projects showcasing creativity and 
technical acumen.
•Volunteered for tech fests, enhancing organizational and 
teamwork skills.

Academic Note
•Two pending arrears, which I am actively addressing.

Aromal Anil
Senior Frontend Engineer
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